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And like clockwork, as a giant roll of brown paper was released from the winder, two mill workers stepped up
to cut off the ragged edges. In addition, the mill sold a conservation easement to WSPRC for acres of the
southern tract the area outlined in green on the map. Another operated a radio-controlled crane that slowly
lifted the roll into the air. Comments can be made online at tinyurl. View Edit In the late s in Port Townsend,
local canneries were closing, the municipal water system was failing and the future looked bleak. The mill has
had a number of different owners. If Ecology officials determine that there is a significant public interest, a
public hearing will be conducted at p. And, due to more incoming raw materials, it is expected that there
would be a four-trucks-per-day increase in present traffic on state Highways 19 and 20 and at Mill Road.
News Jefferson County You must sign in or register to continue reading content. The main mill operations are
located on the northern tract. The pulper would replace the existing batch pulper that has not had any
significant modifications since its installation in , company officials said. Scott hopes the new technology will
increase that number to 45 percent. We have an accounting department, an IT department, sales, the whole
nine yards. This year, the mill also is getting ready to test a new way to minimize the odors of pulp production.
We are moving to a lower-consistency system, with a more continuous flow and some other minor changes to
improve the cleanliness and the quality of the fiber. Print subscribers If you're a print subscriber, but do not yet
have an online account, click here to create one. It emerged later under the control of its bondholders. Limited
pedestrian daytime use of the beach is allowed under the agreement, but the uplands are off-limits to the
public. In an attempt to save the town, early forefathers convinced Crown Zellerbach to open a pulp and paper
mill here. We try to get a good message out there that there are alternatives if someone wants to stay in the
area. Due to the increase expected in truck deliveries, an outbound truck scale would be added to improve the
logistics and traffic flow to and from the mill. It is one of the biggest polluters in the state, though it struggles
to stay compliant with increasingly stringent environmental regulations. The project would result in 44 percent
more landfill waste which is generated from the non-burnable OCC rejects which include tape and plastics that
are separated from the OCC. There will be no change in odors expected from the project. His experience
prepared him for an upcoming year of changes at the mill. Actual ownership is, at this point, a complicated
issue. Paper mill to increase recycling capacity Scott Brown cuts the excess ends off a giant roll of brown
paper made at the Port Townsend Paper Company. When chemical pulping first started, chemists came up
with a process in which adding a bit of sulfur helped to preserve the strength of the fiber, Scott said. From
there, it would be processed and shipped. While the economic importance of the mill has lessened over the
years, the mill still remains the single largest employer in the area, with a payroll of about people. The mill
itself resides on roughly acres just south of town on land bordering Port Townsend Bay. We will make a final
decision with input from the public. That sulfur is what causes the smell. Non-subscribers Click here to see
your options for becoming a subscriber. Because the new system would operate continuously, the plant would
be able to regularly produce 50 percent more old corrugated container OCC pulp annually without
modifications to the footprint of the plant or significant upgrades to material processing equipment, the
company said.


